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Abstract— Now a days, we have to suffer a lot for the change 

in various public places such as railway station, bus stop, 

parks, mall, also in rural areas where the coin telephones are 

used. The need of coins in such places is more than the notes, 

so we thought to develop an exchanger machine which will 

dispense a coin when note is placed.  The main part of project 

is to check whether the note is fake or real by using MATLAB 

code where we used RGB to HSI conversion. In this the 

camera will take the picture of note and MATLAB will 

compare the given note with the reference note. The output of 

MATLAB is given to the microcontroller through the USB to 

serial converter through which the controller will know 

whether the note is real or fake. If the note is real then 

Controller will send the command as 0 or 1 to the relays and 

the output of relay given to the solenoids and  through the 

container coin will dispensed for example, if note is of RS 10 

the coins will dispensed as required and  if note is fake then 

it will not. We have implemented a fake note detection unit 

using RGB module. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic recognition of fake Indian currency note is 

important in many applications such as automated goods 

seller machine, Automated teller machine. This system is 

used to detect the valid currency note. In the fake note 

detection unit we are using MATLAB in which we have used 

a color code detection (RGB). There are various technique to 

detect valid currency such as OCR (Optical Character 

Recognition) color code detection (RGB), watermarking etc. 

Automatic machine more helpful in banks because bank face 

the problem of counterfeit currency note or destroyed notes. 

Therefore involving machine makes note recognition process 

simpler and systematic [1]. 

Automatic machine is important to detect fake 

currency note in every country. This system is designed to 

check the Indian currency note 100, 500, 1000 rupees. The 

system will display the currency is real or fake and currency 

denomination. It is very important to grow automated system 

to get feature and recognize Indian currency note. In various 

area such as banking, ATM machine, shopping mall, bus 

station, railway stations, parks [1]. 

To develop an exchanger machine which will give 

us coins along with  fake note detection currency localization 

and currency note recognition, this the basic idea behind this 

project. The aim of this project is to provide coins equivalent 

to note. The circuit uses microcontroller with mechanical 

structures which have solenoid to perform requested tasks. 

Here automated machine accepts note and checks whether the 

note is real or fake. The camera takes the image of note and 

MATLAB program will checks which note it is (Rs. 10 or Rs. 

20).once the note is recognized the coins will be dispensed. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 
Fig. 1: 

A. See Through Register 

The small floral design is printed in the middle of vertical 

band and next to watermark in note. The floral designed on 

the front is hollow and in black is filled up the floral design 

has back to back registration.  The design is seen as one floral 

design when seen against the light [1]. 

B. Watermarking 

The Mahatma Gandhi watermark is present on the Indian 

currency notes. The mahatma Gandhi watermark is with a 

shade effect and multidirectional lines in watermark [1]. 

C. Optically Variable Ink 

Optically variable Ink is used for security. In this type of 

feature is in the Rs.2000 and Rs.500. Optically variable Ink 

as security feature for note is introduced in Nov.2000. The 

denomination value is printed with the help of optically 

variable Ink. The color of numerical 2000 or 500 appear 

Green when the note is placed flat but the color will change 

to Blue when the note is held in an angle [1]. 

D. Fluorescence 

Fluorescent Ink is used to print number panels of the notes. 

The note also contains optical fiber. The number pannel in 

Fluorescent Ink and optical fiber can be seen when exposed 

to UV light [1]. 

E. Security Thread 

The security thread is in 2000 and 500 note, which appears 

on the left of the Mahatma Gandhi’s portrait. In security 

thread the visible features of “RBI” and “BHARAT”.  When 

note is held against the light, the security thread can be seen 

as one continuous line. 

F. Latent Image 

The latent image shows the respective denomination value in 

numerical. On the observed side of the note the latent image 

is present on the right side of Mahatma Gandhi portrait on the 

vertical band. When the note is held horizontally at eye level 

then latent image is visible. 
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G. Micro Lettering 

The micro letters appears in the between the portrait of 

Mahatma Gandhi and vertical band. Micro letters contains the 

denomination value of the note in micro letters. The 

denomination value can be seen well under magnifying glass. 

H. Identification Mask 

Each note has its special identification mark. There are 

different shapes of identification mark for different 

denomination. The identification mark is present on the left 

of watermark [1] 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 2: 

A. Description 

1) Camera 

It is used to capture the image of note. 

2) MATLAB 

MATLAB is high-performance language for technical 

computing. It integrates computation, visualization and 

programming environment. Furthermore, MATLAB is a 

modern programming language environment. It has 

sophisticated data structures, contain built-in editing and 

debugging tools, and supports object oriented programming. 

These factor makes MATLAB an excellent tools for teaching 

and research. 

3) PIC16f877a 

The work of controller is to identify the data send by PC 

MATLAB. Controller will get the information about the note 

from MATLAB if the note is fake then the information is 

display on LCD. Then the user will enter the coin amount 

from the keypads and PIC will send the information to relay 

and coin will dispensed. 

4) LCD 

It is used to display whether the sufficient coins are available 

or not. If the coins as per the need of user are not present in 

the container then message will be displayed on the LCD 

“Insufficient Coins”. 

5) Relay 

A relay is an electrically operated switch of mains voltage. It 

means that it can be turned on or off, letting the current go 

through or not. Controlling a relay with the PIC is as simple 

as controlling an output such as an LED. The output of a 

Relay is given to solenoid. Thus at the output coins will 

dispensed 

6) Solenoid 

The output of the relay is given to the solenoid as user enters 

the choice, coins will be dispensed from a particular container 

using solenoids. The container consist of 1, 2, 5 rupees coins 

as per the user request coins will be dispensed. 

7) Coin Container 

In coin container coins are present and sorted as 1, 2, and 5 

rupees in mechanical assembly. The controller will check 

availability of coins in coin container and as per user request 

from keypad and if the coins are not present then a message 

will be displayed on LCD “Insufficient Coins”. 

IV. FLOWCHART 

 
Fig. 3: 

V. WORKING IN MATLAB 

There are various methods available for detecting note 

denomination as follows. 

A. Histogram 

An image histogram is acts as a graphical representation of 

the tonal distribution in digital image [1]. It plots the number 

of pixel for each tonal value. By looking at the histogram for 

specific image a viewer will be able to judge the entire tonal 

distribution at a glance. The horizontal axis of the graph 

represents the tonal variations, while the vertical axis 

represents the number of pixels in the particular tone [1]. Left 

side of the horizontal axis represent the black and dark areas, 

the middle represents the medium gray and the right hand side 

represents the pure white area.   The vertical axis represents 

the size of the area that is captured in each of the zones. 

For digital image, a color histogram represents the 

number of pixels that have color space of image. The output 

of the histogram represents the note is real or fake and the 

output is sent to the controller by using USB to UART 

converter. 

B. Color Models 

Color models provide the standard way to specify a particular 

color by defining 3D co-ordinate system, and a subspace that 

contains all constructible colors within the particular module. 

Any color that can be specified using model will corresponds 

to a single point within a subspace is defined. Each color 
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model is oriented towards the either specific hardware (RGB, 

CMY). 

1) The RGB Model 

In the RGB model, the image consists of three independent 

image planes, one of each having primary colors: Red, green 

and blue specifying a particular color is by specifying the 

amount of each of the primary components present. 

 
Fig. 4: Geometry of the RGB Color Model Using a 

Cartesian Co-Ordinate System 

Figure shows the geometry of the RGB color model 

for specifying color using Cartesian co-ordinate system. The 

gray scale spectrum i.e. the colors made from equal amount 

of each primary lies on the line joining the black and white 

vertices. 

VI. MATLAB RESULTS 

 
a) Rs 10          b) Rs 20          a) Rs 10     b) Rs 20 

The MATLAB algorithm results in following steps: 

1) RGB image captured by camera. 

2) RGB image values captured in presence of UV light are 

converted into HSV values of its gray image pixels. 

3) After note is detected as real note it then undergoes 

through processing to detect whether it is Rs. 10 or Rs. 

20 note. The above results are obtained in MATLAB are 

then given to microcontroller and then microcontroller 

ask the number of coin required to user. When user gives 

desired input on keypad microcontroller instructs driver 

IC to drive respective relays. As each solenoid is 

assigned to respective coin container, the desired number 

of coins in exchange of notes 10 and 20 obtained. The 

Rs. 10 note has maximum number of dark color pixels 

while Rs. 20 note has brighter color pixels. 

4) Pixels count in MATLAB window for 10 and 20 rupees 

note respectively. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Instead of using acceleration motion we can use e-System that 

can be dispatch the remaining cash in the form of notes and 

coins. Currency conversion unit can be developed so that 

foreigners can easily convert their currency into INR. 

Development of software that can improve the processing, 

speed which will save time of user. A unit can be developed 

where all notes and coins can be inserted and dispensed 

respectively. As we have developed note to coin exchanger 

model only for Rs. 10 and Rs. 20 note but we can also develop 

it for a Rs. 50 note with addition of Rs. 10 coin. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

As per the aim of this paper we have successfully developed 

a model that will provide change for user. The efficiency of 

our project is around 95%. Original and fake note are detected 

very perfectly and it is accurate in detection of Rs. 10 and Rs. 

20 note. This project provides an interactive system that 

generates currency recognition system with the help of 

MATLAB software. The image is captured by camera and 

converted from RGB to HSV format and at the output coins 

will be dispensed. 
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